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Dryer TT series Ecodry

The new era
of laundry machines.

Drier.
TT series Ecodry

"Good working conditions for laundry services: we combine highly efficient, innovative technology with contemporary design."
Wolf-Peter Graeser, CEO of Lavatec Laundry Technology GmbH

TT 733 Ecodry

63 kg

TT 735 Ecodry

95 kg

TT 745 Ecodry

132 kg

TT 746 Ecodry (single dryer)

188 kg

TT 748 Ecodry

132 kg

Your benefits:

Convincing characteristics

The new generation of driers combines safe ergonomics
with sustainable processes and robust technology in its
attractive contemporary design. It offers all advantages
for attractive workplaces that support the high quality
of your service, facilitating work climate as well as your
company‘s image.

More space: Since all maintenance measures are possible
from one side of the appliance, the driers can be set up
as space-saving tandems for best room planning options.

Highlights:
•
•
•
•
•

Variable heating (gas, electrical system, steam, hot oil)
Intuitive programme operation
Many ergonomically beneficial details
Individually configurable versions and options
Many technical options optimised to the last detail
significantly reduce energy consumption
• The new design received the red dot award: product
design 2012

A new era of laundry machines
In an industry in which innovations were only introduced
gradually before, the time has come for a very new
generation of devices. The last years‘ innovations in the
different technology areas are now combined and used
for the benefit of laundry services. It is a good idea to
look beyond the rim of the laundry machine technology
teacup towards other areas of engineering. The new TT
series machines are not only the most efficient state-ofthe-art machines – they also meet the proverbial Lavatec
standard in terms of reliability as well as low maintenance
effort, finally providing laundry services with a modern
design offers benefits for potential customers as well as
positive effects on the work climate.

More sustainable: Use of resource-protecting technologies
and components, as well as consistent optimisation of all
functions and assemblies reduces energy consumption and
is good for nature and cost efficiency.
More work safety: Ergonomic features according to the
latest insights facilitate operation and maintenance.
More flexibility: The versions can be combined in a
practice-compliant manner. With their easy-to-adjust
drying programmes, they are the quick and safe response
to your customers‘ needs.
More production time: The proven technology, the
Lavatec know-how and the concept of continuous further
development of all assemblies ensure extraordinary
availability of dryer capacity. Maintenance is quick, safe
and simple with the new dryer design. We can deliver spare
parts and service very quickly around the world.
More quality: With nearly 100 different programmes,
you are able to dry any textile type gently, efficiently and
with a reproducible result. You can adjust every single
programme to your needs easily on your own.

